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understand our products, Our IIA-CIA-Part2 learning materials
will help you to pass the exam successfully with the
high-quality of the IIA-CIA-Part2 exam dumps, On the other
hand, the research materials of IIA-CIA-Part2 can make them
miss the peak time of college students' use, so that they can
make full use of their time to review after work.
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systems.
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of the IIA-CIA-Part2 study materials for you to try, They are
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exam smoothly, Tinova-Japan provides them Pass IIA-CIA-Part2
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The pass rate of our IIA-CIA-Part2 exam dumps is over 98 , and
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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your Customer has implemented Oracle Cloud Manufacturing and
the Manufacturing user is in the process of
defining Work Definition and Operations. However, this user is
unable to assign an ad hoc item, Grease, to an
operation.
Identify the reason.
A. The user doesn't have access to the PIM module.
B. An item cannot be assigned on an ad hoc basis.
C. The user doesn't have Override Item Structure Components in
the Work Definition privileges.
D. The user doesn't have Data access to create item structure.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which type of security algorithm does Documentum security use?
A. least restrictive
B. least restrictive with extended Access Control Lists (ACLs)
C. most restrictive with alias sets
D. most restrictive
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are developing a class named Temperature.
You need to ensure that collections of Temperature objects are
sortable.
You have the following code:
Which code segments should you include in Target 1, Target 2
and Target 3 to complete the code? (To answer, drag the
appropriate code segments to the correct targets in the answer
area. Each code segment may be used once, more than once, or
not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.)
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

Target 1:
Target 2: CompareTo
Target 3:
Note:
Target 1:
The role of IComparable is to provide a method of comparing two
objects of a particular type. This is necessary if you want to
provide any ordering capability for your object.
Incorrect: The role of IComparer is to provide additional
comparison mechanisms. For example, you may want to provide
ordering of your class on several fields or properties,
ascending and descending order on the same field, or both.
Target 2, Target 3:
Example:
// Implement IComparable CompareTo method - provide default
sort order.
int IComparable.CompareTo(object obj)
{
car c=(car)obj;
return String.Compare(this.make,c.make);
}
Reference: How to use the IComparable and IComparer interfaces
in Visual C#
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/320727
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